
PAY2PLAY CONNOLLY’S
SOURCES ARE
“MYSTIFIED”
Rahm and Messina? Is that you, getting Ceci
Connolly to spin your story again?

JANE REBUTS MRS.
GREENSPAN’S CW WITH
MR. BAYH’S CONFLICT
Jane’s responds to Andrea Mitchell’s flaccid
beltway CW with the facts that Mitchell herself
should be presenting.

HEY SPECTER, HOW’S
YOUR PERSUASION OF
GRASSLEY COMING
ALONG?
Specter seems to have stopped his campaign to
get Grassley to really negotiate on health care.

CHUCK SCHUMER FOR
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MAJORITY LEADER
Why isn’t Chuck Schumer our Majority Leader?

WHY ISN’T BILLY TAUZIN
AT A TOWN HALL
MEETING?
If Obama has made a deal with PhRMA, then why
aren’t there pharma reps at every single town
hall in the country pitching the value of
reform?

MARK AMBINDER
THINKS GRANNY
“REALLY” IS A CLUNKER
There’s a problem with Mark Ambinder’s argument
in favor of covering the Rent-a-Mobs. It
suggests he believes that Granny really is going
to be euthanized as a result of Obama’s health
care reform.

NO, DIFI, THE
COMPETITION IS WITH
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CANADA (AND MEXICO)
DiFi seems to think CA is losing its Toyota
plant to KY or MS. More likely, however, CA will
lose its Toyota plant to a place where health
care costs are cheaper: Mexico and Canada.

MEGAN MCARDLE
THINKS I SHOULD PAY
$72,000 MORE FOR
BREAST CANCER
Usually, Jane’s slap-down of concern trolls
talking about breast cancer stands by itself.
But in this case, I’m going to pile on Megan
McArdle’s attack on a public option in the name
of breast cancer survivors, because McArdle’s
basically arguing that I should be thankful my
insurance company had to pay $72,000 more for my
breast cancer treatment.

Basically, for me, it all boils down to public
choice theory.

A NEW MISSION FOR
THE WH PRESS CORPS
If Obama refuses to tell us what health industry
insiders have access to the White House, then
why can’t the White House press corps tell us?
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C STREET’S WATERLOO
Jim DeMint’s “Waterloo” comment is not just an
indication of how little Republicans care about
the American people. It’s also one of C Street’s
members prominently seeking to impede any
improvement in Americans’ lives.
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